
 

Quadratic Equation & Locus 

For IIT and WBJEE 

1. If a, b are the roots of the equation 012  pxx  and c, d are the roots of the equation 

012  qxx ,show that ))()()((22 dbdacbcapq   

2. If l, m, n are real, ml  , then show that the roots of the equations 

0)(2)(5)( 2  mlxmlxml  are real and unequal. 

3. Show that both the roots of the equation 

0))(())(())((  bxaxaxcxcxbx  are always real. 

4. If 12  pxx is a factor of cbxax 3 then show that abca  22  

5. Let x and y be two real variables such that 0x and 1xy . Find the minimum value of 

yx  . 

6. Find the range of k, such that the equation 092  xkxxy  is strictly above the x-

axis. 

7. Solve for x:     10625625
33 22
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8. Let a, b be the roots of the equation 011102  dcxx  and c,d be the roots of the 

equation 011102  baxx . Show that 1210 dcba . 

9. Show that the number of the solution of the equation 
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10. Let a and b be two integers such that 510 ba and .)( 2 baxxxp  Find an integer n 

such that ).()11()10( nppp   

11. Determine the locus of the following: 

a) A point which divides a chord with slope 4 of xy=1 in the ratio 1:2 

b) The mid-point of a chord drawn from the origin to the circle 1)1( 22  yx  

c) The mid-point of a chord of the circle 422  yx  which subtends a right angle at 

the origin 

d) The mid-point of a chord of the circle 
222 ryx  by a line that passes through a 

fixed point  sr,  
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